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In the decades following the closure of the mills,
Nashua continued to grow and prosper, but in a
The Millyard District has always been home to primarily suburban spatial pattern. The more tralocal manufacturing and industrial businesses. ditional urban fabric of the downtown and Millyard
Since 1823, the district housed small and me- saw periods of disinvestment and stagnation as
dium sized industrial uses. After the collapse of the suburbs simultaneously expanded.
the traditional mill businesses in the 1940’s, these
buildings saw new uses - residential, artist spac- Recently, the City of Nashua and the State comes, churches, and light manufacturing. These pleted a road project through the Millyard called
buildings have kept their traditional charm and the Broad Street Parkway. The project created a
property owners have allowed the interior spac- second north south connection over the Nashua
es to be transformed for tenant needs. With low river and opened up the formerly closed off mill
vacancy and low business turnover in the area, district to the broader community. The project did
it is clear that there is demand to be located in come at a significant financial cost and required
the Millyard District. Connectivity within the dis- the demolition of several historic mill buildings.
trict and to Nashua’s downtown is major problem While local reviews of the project are generally
facing the Millyard District.
positive, the road has disrupted the pedestrian
environment in the Millyard, creating western and
Through improved pedestrian connections in the eastern portions due to a lack of proper pedestridistrict, businesses and residential units would be an road crossing facilities.
more easily accessible. We recommend three potential futures for this district - residential infill de- One unique legacy of the Millyard’s development
velopment, city-owned entrepreneurial business under a single owner is the existence of a shared
facilities, and creating an “experience district” for utility network throughout the Millyard. Sewer
residents and visitors to interact with.
and water lines, as well as a fire protection system were developed when the yard operated as
History of the Millyard
a single entity. Today, with the Millyard property
divided among a variety of private owners, the
Nashua’s Millyard district dates back to the found- shared utility systems are both a uniting factory
ing of the Nashua Manufacturing Company 1823. for these owners and a possible hurdle to future
Following a similar industrial model of other re- development. Currently, the property owners pay
cently founded mill towns along the Merrimack for the maintenance of the shared utilities through
River, like
an organization called the Millyard Association.
Lowell and Lawrence, the Nashua Manufacturing During our stakeholder conversations, some ownCompany utilized man made canals to divert the ers have conveyed that the current shared system
Nashua River in order to power their textile man- is a non-issue, and other owners have said that
ufacturing equipment. The company operated in age and shared nature of the system are a signifiNashua continuously for over 100 years. It was cant financial unknown that is hard to account for
the primary economic driver for the region for in redevelopment plans.
much of that time. Much of the downtown urban
fabric developed around the mills in order to support its workers. The “tree streets” neighborhood
primarily housed mill workers who would walk to
work every day. In 1945 a company called Textron
Inc. acquired the Nashua Manufacturing Company and its mill facilities. In 1948, after only three
years, Textron shut down the Nashua mills.
Abstract
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Economic and Market Analysis
Nashua is the second largest city in New Hampshire with a current population of 89,896 according
to EMSI, which is roughly a 1.4% increase since
2016. The population of Nashua has remained
relatively flat since 2000 averaging only 0.5 percent growth per year, however the younger population in Nashua ages 50 and below has been decreasing steadily while the older population in the
50-85 age range has been increasing. According
to a report published by the Regional Economic
Development Center of Southern New Hampshire
(REDC), the greatest constraint limiting growth in
New Hampshire is labor as a sizeable portion of
the state’s workforce is reaching retirement age,
which will eventually lead to lower overall employment growth in the state compared to the national
growth rate. Conversely, the overall unemployment rate for the state has been continuously declining since 2010 with figures consistently below
the New England region as well as the country.
The Millyard District is a 0.13 square mile area in
central Nashua that borders the Nashua River.
Historically, it was a cotton textile manufacturing
site that utilized the water power from the river to
drive its operation. Those days are now a distant
memory, but the old nineteenth century architecture survives giving the Millyard a unique character. The Millyard is primed for a resurgence but
requires clear vision and support. Currently, the
unemployment rate in the Millyard is low, however the surrounding neighborhoods have very high
rates of unemployment. The locations with the
highest unemployment rates in Nashua are concentrated in the area just within 1.5 miles from the
Millyard. The employment density, on the other
hand, is relatively high compared to other regions
of the city with around 500-1000 jobs just in the
block group encompassing the Millyard. This is
comparable to the employment density of Main
St. and the retail center that stretches along Amherst St., however the median household income
in the Millyard is relatively low ranging between
$30,000-40,000.
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Nonetheless, the Millyard has the potential to become a vibrant residential community with lifestyle amenities that could help create an energetic, mixed-use retreat. The below graph shows the
historically very low vacancy rates suggesting a
high demand for more residential development
for middle-income families. The median gross
rents for all units are currently at around $1,400
per month with the greatest demand for units in
the $1,500-1,600 price range for all units.
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to the original buildings. While retail businesses
are not common in the Millyard, a local business
called “Just Lights” recently moved from main
street to the Millyard in order to consolidate their
retailing and warehousing spaces. The owner,
siting their lack of reliance on walk in sales, saw
minimal benefit to remaining on main street, and
increased benefits from the Millyard location for
delivery truck accessibility and ease of parking
for retail customers.
Current Millyard Building Use
Overall, there is 2,044,686 square feet of built
space in the Millyard. Mixed use, which includes
light industrial, Office and Retail businesses,
occupies 1,328,108 square feet, or 65%, of the
Millyard. Residential uses, primarily rental apartments, occupies the remaining 716,578 square
feet, or 35% of the district. Presently, the mill district is largely occupied and thriving. From interviews with property owners in the Mill district and
the information we gathered about the developments, roughly 5-10% of the Mill district is vacant.
There is a low-turnover rate for apartments in
Clocktower Place as well as low business turnover for business units.

Current Activity in the Millyard
Today, the mill buildings have been repurposed
for a variety of industrial, commercial and residential uses. The most prominent re-use case is
Clock Tower Place Apartments. The primary mill
building along the south side of the river was converted into several hundred mixed-income rental
apartments. During construction, a portion of the
original canal was converted into an underground
parking garage for residents. Another prominent
building, currently called the Millyard Technology
Park, was originally converted into an indoor retail
shopping mall. Unfortunately, the concept failed
and the building has since been repurposed into
light industrial and commercial office space. A
majority of the remaining mill building space is
currently leased out as light industrial and commercial office space with minimal renovations

Two large parcels are currently vacant, which
present opportunities for major developments and
improvements for the District going forward. The
two large buildings on Factory Street Extension
are both vacant, shown in image 2. The buildings
on Factory Street Extension previously
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held an artist collective, which allowed the building to hold small, local light manufacturing and
industrial uses. The building shown in image 3 is
currently in legal limbo and will likely become City
of Nashua property within the coming months.
Through legal acquisition of this property, the City
of Nashua can develop the property to complement the current surrounding uses and grow the
Millyard District.
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Millyard District Site Design
The Millyard District has maintained its historic look and feel - though the interior uses of the
buildings have changed. The Millyard has maintained this look and feel through active efforts by
property owners and City employees. The historic mill buildings have maintained their original
brick-facades and have largely kept their interiors
the same as they were. This means there is a large
amount of flexible interior space of the buildings
within the Millyard. This flexible space can allow
businesses to grow in place and increase their
footprint without leaving the Millyard District and
Nashua.

is also a concern. There are clear visual connections to the downtown but it is hard to navigate
these as a pedestrian. It is vital that the connection between the Millyard district and downtown
be improved through pedestrian and urban design improvements. The Millyard is also disconnected from the downtown and is inaccessible
from the Nashua Transit System routes, as seen
in figure 4.

The new Broad Street Parkway makes pedestrian
crossing within the district difficult and potentially
dangerous. Without a designated crosswalk, pedestrians are forced to jaywalk. With the variety of
uses currently in the district, such as churches,
artists spaces, and social services, it is important
While these historic mill buildings have value in that people be able to get to these businesses
their current configuration, there are negatives from the tree streets, downtown, and Clocktower
to maintaining these large, old buildings. Large Place apartments.
firms looking to move into the area would have
to undertake large remodels to make the spaces
work for them. Since few of the mill buildings have
been fully remodeled and brought up to a modern Millyard Redevelopment Case Studies
standard for office or retail space, new businesses looking to locate often have to remodel their Common themes among all millyard redevelopspaces to make them up to their standard.
ments:
-Arts/Civic component
When looking at the zoning for the Millyard dis-Focus on mixed-use, walkable, transit-oritrict, it is clear that the City of Nashua wants these ented communities
buildings to be able to be used in as many ways
-Engagement with community, cultural
as possible. Seen in Figure 2, the Millyard is cur- groups and non-profits
rently zoned for mixed use. This allows the cur-One or more major developers willing to
rent businesses to maintain their operations for take risk and redevelop large area
new potential retail, service, manufacturing, res-Use of state and federal historic tax credidential and industrial businesses to move to the its
area. Maintaining this area as mixed-use is vital to
the continued assurance of cheap, flexible space
within a growing city. The current uses seen in the 1. Manchester, NH
area show the variety of uses these buildings can Quick Facts:
hold. The district acts independently within the
-20 mi North of Nashua
City of Nashua but maintains a cohesive visual
-Population of 110,000
language within the district.
Manchester’s 19th century industrial mill yard has
Connectivity within the Millyard district is a major been recently redeveloped into a technology hub,
concern going forward. We heard from multiple attracting over 30+ companies including the likes
stakeholders that connectivity to the downtown is of DEKA, Netflix, Autodesk and Dyn (Oracle). The
an issue and that connectivity within the Millyard office spaces have a similar build out and feel of
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Silicon Valley technology companies with open
layout floor plans and services to attract young
talent such fitness centers and ping pong tables.
By the 1960’s most of the buildings were vacant
and in disrepair. In 1981, inventor Dean Kamen
moved to Manchester and rehabilitated two mill
buildings to serve as the headquarters of DEKA.
Throughout the 1980’s and 90’s he continued to
rehabilitate other mill buildings.
Major steps that supported redevelopment:
-$150m investment to expand Manchester
Airport
-$200m investment to build Civic Center at
Manchester Millyard edge
-Millyard/Manchester Museum
-University of New Hampshire Manchester
in Millyard

Historic Places opens up federal and state tax
credits for rehabilitation of mill buildings
-Focus on walkability, transit-oriented community for residents and businesses
-City hired pro-bono consultant to re-zone
entire mill district for mixed-use to spur development
-Currently, 1 million SF of mills are being
redeveloped for low/middle income housing for
over 618 families. The apartments are being preleased before they are even finished.

3.Norwood, MA
Norwood was the headquarters of the Bird Corpo2.Lawrence, MA
ration, a historic family paper mill and vinyl siding
Located on the Merrimack River, Lawrence was business. After it went out of businesses in the
a bustling textile town between the 1840’s and 1990s, the area fell on hard economic times. How1960’s. In post-industrial United States, Lawrence ever, it has received a new lease on life as a warebecame the most heavily populated Latino city in house hub for artists and creative entrepreneurs,
New England.
specifically within the Norwood Space Center.
Quick Facts:
Quick Facts:
-20 miles Southeast of Nashua
-55 miles south of Nashua
-Population of 80,000
-Population of 31,000
-Over 12 million square feet of mill buildings
Major steps that supported redevelopment:
-Single developer, David DePree of CaMajor steps that supported redevelopment:
thartes, purchased 18-acre/12 building/300,000
-Largely white property owners worked SF Bird Corporation site and redeveloped it as
with two community non-profits (Groundwork Norwood Space Center
Lawrence and Lawrence CommunityWorks) to
-Arts and performance center installed that
build relationships among Latino residents and has been curated with food truck events, music
entrepreneurs.
performances, art shows
-Placing buildings in National Registry of
-Permanent tenant – Percival Brewing
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Company – opened taproom and coffee roasting 5.6 mile river canal
business on site
-Use of historic preservation tax credits for
redevelopment
-Focus on mixed-use redevelopment
5.Jamaica Plain, MA - Brewery Complex
In the 1870s, the Haffenreffer Brewery was opened
in Jamaica Plain. By 1965, the brewery had
ceased operations and the complex fell largely
vacant until the Jamaica Plain Neighborhood Development Corporation (JPNDC) purchased it in
1983 for $350,000. The JPNDC engaged in redevelopment of the site as a mixed-use small local
business hub. As of 2018, over 500 people and
more than 50 different businesses operate in the
Brewery Complex including Samuel Adams Brew4.Lowell, MA
ery, Bella Luna Restaurant, Ula Cafe and Fresh
Lowell is the quintessential New England histor- City. JPNDC’s focus is on creating place for all
ic mill town. The Lowell Manufacturing Company ages which has led to the introduction of The Tony
opened in the 1820’s and developed the mills that Williams Dance Center, Children’s Music Center
stand today. By the 1960’s and 1970’s, the area and a children’s educational playground.
had fallen on hard times and a new preservation
effort emerged from citizens and local institutions, Quick Facts:
creating the Lowell National Historic Park in 1978.
-50 miles south of Nashua
-Population of 37,400
-Brewery Complex occupies a 5-acre1
(30,000 SF) site
Major steps that supported redevelopment:
-A community development corporation
(CDC) that garnered community support, raised
capital and keep rents affordable
-Use of historic preservation tax credits for
redevelopment from 1982 designation as a historic place
-Clear focus on small local businesses for
a mixed-use redevelopment Place-making for all
ages
Quick Facts:
-20 miles south of Nashua
-Population of 110,000
Major steps that supported redevelopment:
-“Redevelopment Rove” walking tour established
-Redevelopment of Waterfront asset along
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ticipate in the industrial and manufacturing businesses and services.
Urban Design Improvements
-Experiential industrial (Brewery, light manufactur-Physical improvements to the district (applicable ing with tours and show rooms)
to all future visions):
-Potential concepts include: Brewery com-Improve pedestrian crossings along the plex similar to Jamaica Plain in Boston
Broad Street Parkway
-Utilizes the buildings old industrial look and feel
-Improve pedestrian connections to down- as an asset.
town
-Improve connections to Mine Falls park
-Increase access to the Riverfront
-Develop a visual Brand and programming
vision for the district.
-Signage and branding of the district would
allow for residents of Nashua and visitors to connect more to this historic district. Branding would
allow the already thriving district to maintain the
current state of development and allow more residents and visitors to know they are in a local-oriented business district.
Preliminary Recommendations

Residential Infill Development
-The City can encourage redevelopment of existing buildings into residential. Look for infill opportunities for new residential construction.
-For this vision to be developed, there would need
to be creative parking solutions. Many stakeholders listed existing parking requirements as a deterrent for building development in this district.
City Parcels as Development Catalysts
Use city land to expand the entrepreneurial network with affordable, flexible business space.
Maker space / startup incubator facility
-Support amenity retail spaces, but do not
push for large amounts of space that would compete with downtown and main street.
-Maintain the cheap light industrial/commercial office space availability and formalize
startup support network.
Experience District
With a formalized start-up network established,
this district could house a new type of development that would differentiate it from other similar
mill districts. Through an “experience district”,
visitors can come to the Millyard district and par40

